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Turning the idea of luxury on its head
Phoenix Kessaku 
Uber Luxury Residential Project in Bangalore



Client Brief 



Create a differentiated positioning 
for the uber-luxury residential 
offering in Bangalore.



Design Strategy



The Consumer Insight
They are people who value luxury not for its emotional 
rather than material value; an attitude beyond a 
demographic. They know the best and recognise it.



The Aspirer
Upgrade

The Arrived
Acknowledge



The Challenge
Connect with an evolved audience, in a category that 
leads with never- before  promises of luxury, fighting for 
a raison d’etre.



The Switch

Cookie-Cutter Luxury

Thoughtful, 
Consummate Luxury



The Proposition

Luxury. Perfected



The Reason To Believe

Exclusive
one sky - villa  per floor | two clubs - roof top  & ground 

level | premium  setting - 1 Dr. Rajkumar Road & Thoughtful
cross ventilated expansive living spaces  opening 
on to large decks |  detailed kicthen suites | dual 
master - suites | dual vanity suites | bespoke home 
automation.

with impeccable credentials



A visceral positioning that 
conveys consummate luxury.

Not what you say,
but how you say it.

And thoughtful consummate 
luxury is about.



























The name lead through 
from the positioning.



The idea of simplicity in complexity, ‘shibui’ in Japanese 
aesthetics allows subtle and complex details, textures 
to exist in a balance of beauty and purpose. This balance 
of simplicity and complexity ensures that new meanings 
emerge and enrich the aesthetic value continuously. 

Kessaku, meaning masterpiece in Japanese is an 
exemplification of this thought, with an artful setting of 
diverse elements both formal and functional.



The metaphor to convey the positioning



Mark Rothko
Clarity in Abstraction. Rothko is generally 
identified as an Abstract Expressionist. He 
was inclined to the simple expression of the 
complex thought. 

His signature  “multi-forms” are composed 
of bright, vibrant deep colors. His work 
captures complexity and simplicity in an 
expression of subliminal perfection akin to 
the idea of Kessaku.



And the sub-branding built
further on the idea of 
subliminal perfection.



The Kessaku precinct offers five exclusive towers  

Sora, Niwa, Mizu, Faia and Zefa, inspired by the 

five natural elements in Japanese. It also offers 

the unique privilege of two premium clubhouses, 

Midori and Kaze. 



And we activated the right associations.



CALLISON - Design Consultants 

DESIGN CELL - Landscape Architects

Studio Wrap - Interior Design Consultants

AWA - Lighting Design Consultants



Manoviraj Khosla for Kessaku

Art, Craft & Style collaborations 
for the Kessaku experience.



 Host uniform



A layered invitation to experience 
life at Kessaku.



The Rothko Painting Invite. A Framed Rothko as a keep-sake layered with the invite.



An invitation to experience the 
artful-exquisite life at Kessaku.



The Chair Invite.  A miniature model of a chair that is part of the Kessaku Concept Suite.



Experience center reception



 Hors dourves menu



At the end of the walk-about, guests 
are presented with the Kessaku 
brochure that encapsulates the idea of 
The Fine Art of Living. Perfected.

























Brochures for the individual towers



Brochures for the individual towersBrochures for the individual towers



Chocolate Box



Chocolate Box Bag



Bags Stationery



The Kessaku web-experience





A summarily integrated experience 
encapsulating the idea of 
The Fine Art of Living. Perfected.



The Results





Client Speak










